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In situations of high pressure, he is a player
who has an outstanding problem-solving
capacity, which ranges from his offensive
1v1 with dribbling, to his associating criteria
to start playing from the bottom. In
addition, he is serene and constantly
visualizing his environment to decide
correctly through his executions. Unlike
the typical full-back of his age, he prioritizes
possession and restarts when necessary.

POSITIONING AND MOVEMENT CLEARANCES AND ANTICIPATIONS SOLVING UNDER PRESSURE

He wins many duels in his interpretation
of space-time. He always seeking to
appear as a "free man" on the weak side
and be able to keep the possession. He
handles good concepts to give continuity
to the play. This is supported by a
technical capacity that allows him to be
dynamic in all the zones of the pitch. He
offers complete and intelligent
movements per band generating
superiorities.

He dominates interceptions at close
range. He manages to win the duel against
the rival from his physique, where he
possesses aptitudes above the average of
the position and his generation, as well as
his defensive concepts. He does not
usually run long distances, preferring
using his timing and maintaining the
defensive tactical order.



Shows great development in his vertical
passes to break lines; At a technical level,
they stand out for their strength,
direction and fast execution (it does not
require much time and space to
associate), while at a tactical level they
always offer advantages to the receiver,
measuring very well the continuity of the
play in favor of the collective attack. It can
also be shown on inside lanes to offer
support in numerical superiorities.

He has an offensive DNA that makes him
go constantly into attack. In addition, it is
supported by the team's automatisms.
From there, he can overcome through
speed by sideline, look for the diagonal run
and the cross into the box or activate the
associative circuit from the middle of the
field. He has a considerable level of
unpredictability in its decisions and can
load the area if necessary.

He frequently makes long passes, always
looking for connecting with the opposing
side behind the back of the last line or
looking for the centre forward, which also
allows other players to look for the
second play and settle on rival field.
These passes can also be made by
crossing into the area, trying to take
advantage of the use of grid 15.

VERTICAL PASSES DEFENSIVE SUPPORT LONG PASSES
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